Universality or near-universality of citation distributions was found empirically a decade ago but its theoretical justification has been lacking so far. Here, we systematically study citation distributions for different disciplines in order to characterize this putative universality and to understand it theoretically. Using our calibrated model of citation dynamics, we find microscopic explanation of the universality of citation distributions and explain deviations therefrom. We demonstrate that citation count of the paper is determined, on the one hand, by its fitness-the attribute which, for most papers, is set at the moment of publication. The fitness distributions for different disciplines are very similar and can be approximated by the log-normal distribution. On another hand, citation dynamics of a paper is related to the mechanism by which the knowledge about it spreads in the scientific community. This viral propagation is non-universal and disciplinespecific. Thus, universality of citation distributions traces its origin to the fitness distribution, while deviations from universality are associated with the discipline-specific citation dynamics of papers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Science is an evolving network of researchers, projects, and publications. Citations of scientific publications are the most important links that glue the whole network together.
Analysis of papers' citations is important not only for bibliometrics but for the whole field of complex networks [1] , of which citation networks were historically the first examples [2] .
Initially, this analysis focused on journal-based citation distributions. Although these distributions vary from discipline to discipline and from journal to journal, Seglen [3] established that, after proper scaling, citation distributions for different journals collapse onto a single curve. Radicchi, Fortunato, and Castellano [4] validated this observation and extended it to different disciplines, claiming that citation distributions are nearly universal. This claim was particularly telling to physicists, with their inclination to search for the universal laws of nature. It provided a stimulus to look for universalities in other complex networks, and, indeed, several dynamic universalities were found there as well [5] [6] [7] . While significant progress in their understanding has been achieved, the origin of the universality of citation distributions remained elusive. In the context of science of science [8] , the striking observation of Ref. [4] implies that different research topics develop along similar paths, thus rendering possible such generalizations as the Kuhn's paradigm shift theory [9] . The understanding of the universality of citation distributions may provide a solid base for the Kuhn's theory which has been considered so far more like a philosophical idea rather than a scientific hypothesis.
Many empirical studies in the direction laid down by Radicchi et al. [4] were performed by information scientists [10] [11] [12] [13] . In this area of research, requirements for analysis are much more stringent than those accepted by physicists, since the primary motivation of the information scientists is to find a fair indicator allowing quantitative comparison of the performance of papers belonging to different scientific disciplines. In the language of information science, the main achievement of Ref. [4] is the demonstration that the variability of citation distributions for different fields is significantly reduced when one considers scaled citation distributions, the scaling parameter being the mean of the distribution. The encompassing studies of Waltman et al. [11] showed deviations from the scaling suggested by Ref. [4] , especially for the fields with low mean number of citations, and thus the limits to the claim of universality have been established. Subsequent studies [12, 13] extended the scaling conjecture of Ref. [4] to the sets of publications belonging to different journals, institutions, and even to Mendeley readerships [14] . In general, these works supported the purported universality but with some limitations, namely, the fields with high number of uncited papers showed significant deviations from the universal distribution. To account for these deviations, the two-parameter scaling [15, 16] was suggested as well.
Another evidence for universality or near-universality came from empirical studies of the functional shape of citation distributions. While early studies [1] tended to fit them with the power-law dependence, later studies [4, 17, 18] favored the log-normal fit,
where K is the number of citations of a paper, µ characterizes the mean number of citations for the set of papers, and σ is the width of the distribution. The shape of the log-normal distribution in the log-log scale is uniquely determined by σ and does not depend on µ. Thus, Radicchi et al. [4] claimed that citation distributions for several natural science disciplines follow the log-normal dependence with the same σ. Extensive study of citation distributions for different journals by Thelwall [18] also indicated that they can be described by the lognormal distribution with nearly the same σ = 1−1.2. This is in line with the earlier study of Stringer et al. [17] who reported log-normal citation distribution with σ ∼ 1 for hundreds of journals (obviously, the values of σ listed in Ref. [17] shall be multiplied by ln 10 = 2.3025).
Ref. [14] reports σ ∼ 1 for Mendeley readerships, Ref. [13] reports σ = 1.18 for many journal-based and institution-based publications, Ref. [12] reports σ = 1.14. Thus, the log-normal fit of citation distributions for different journals, fields, and institutions yields almost the same width σ = 1 − 1.2, in other words, the shape of citation distributions is nearly universal.
After universality or near-universality of citation distributions has been established for many scientific disciplines (with some caveats), we are in a better position to assess its origins. It should be noted that citation distributions are not stationary, they result from the spread in paper's static and dynamic attributes. The former are set at the time of the publication and include the journal, institution, reputation of the authors, the length of the paper, its genre, etc. Dynamic attributes include the initial citation history of the paper (impact factor), its niche in the evolving scientific community, how well did it catch attention there, etc. To understand citation distributions, we need to assess the sources of variability in both the static and dynamic attributes of papers. In this study we focus on the latter.
While there were many insightful models of citation dynamics of papers, they didn't address the universality of citation distributions, in such a way that it remained an empirical observation lacking theoretical foundation. Our goal is to find an explanation of this universality based on our recently developed microscopic model of citation dynamics [19, 20] which can be traced to the recursive search model of Ref. [21] . Our model was carefully calibrated using one discipline-Physics and one publication year -1984. Here, we apply it to account for citation dynamics of the Economics and Mathematics papers published in the same year. We measure the corresponding dynamic parameters and functions for these disciplines, and compare them to those for Physics. Some of these parameters turned out to be universal while others are not. Basing on our model and on measured parameters and functions for these three disciplines, we explain the universality of citation distributions, as well as the deviations therefrom.
II. UNIVERSALITY OF CITATION DISTRIBUTIONS
In what follows we illustrate what is meant by the universality of citation distributions.
Consider a set of papers published in the same year t 0 and denote by k j (t) the number of citations that a paper j from this set garners in year t 0 + t. We denote by Π(K, t) = ∞ K ρ(κ)dκ the cumulative probability distribution for this set at year t where ρ(κ) is the corresponding probability density function. Although citation distributions for different years t are markedly different, after dividing each distribution by the mean number of show significant deviations in their tails. Thus, one-parameter scaling suggested in Ref. [4] for the papers in one discipline published in the same year, is valid only for early citation distributions. As time passes, the one-parameter scaling becomes unsatisfactory. the papers belonging to three different disciplines and published in the same year. When each distribution is divided by its mean, they collapse onto a single curve. Again, this scaling works well for early citation distributions and breaks for late distributions (not shown here). them by the mean number of citations, they do not scale at all. Here, we intentionally focused on the journals with very different mean number of citations. If we were considering the journals with more or less the same mean, these distributions would scale [17, 22] .
Thus, in some cases scaled citation distributions Π K M exhibit universality while in other cases they do not. In what follows we explain these observations using our model of citation dynamics [19, 20] .
III. THE MODEL OF CITATION DYNAMICS BASED ON RECURSIVE SEARCH
We present here a short summary of this model. Consider some paper j published in year t j . The author of a new paper published t years later, may cite the paper j after finding it in databases, in scientific journals, or following recommendations of colleagues or news portal. This process results in direct citation. An author of another new paper can find the paper j in the reference list of the paper already included in his reference list and cite it.
This process results in indirect citation.
We assume that citation dynamics of papers follows an inhomogeneous Poisson process, namely, the papers' citation rate in year t has a probability distribution
the latent citation rate. The model stipulates that λ j (t) is given by the following expression,
where the first and the second addends correspond, respectively, to direct and indirect citations. Here,Ã(t) is the aging function for citations, t is the number of years after publication of paper j, R 0 is the average length of the reference list of the papers published in the same year and belonging to the same discipline, and η j is the papers' fitness. It characterizes the appeal which the paper j makes to the readers. Our definition of fitness is different from that of Ref. [23] and goes after Caldarelli et al. [24] , in particular, we assume that η j does not change during the papers' lifetime.
Each direct citation of the paper j triggers cascades of indirect citations which are captured by the second addend in Eq. 2. Here, k j (τ ) is the number of citations garnered by the paper j in year τ (the number of the first-generation citing papers); m(t − τ ) is the average number of the (second-generation) citing papers garnered by a first-generation citing paper in year t (we disregard here the difference between the number of the second-generation citations and citing papers which we discussed in detail in [19, 20] ); K j is the cumulative number of citations of the paper j, and P (K j , t − τ ) is the probability of a second-generation citing paper to cite paper j. Our measurements for Physics papers yielded that this probability quickly decays with time,
where γ is the obsolescence rate and P 0 is the probability magnitude which slowly increases with the number of accumulated citations K,
T 0 , b and γ are empirical parameters, the same for all papers in one discipline, and the index j was dropped for clarity. Notably, the P 0 (K) dependence introduces nonlinearity into Eq.
2, its magnitude being characterized by the nonlinear coefficient b.
Equations 2-5 indicate that citation dynamics of a paper j is determined by its fitness η j , by the aging functionÃ(t), and by the parameters η 0 R 0 , T 0 R 0 , b, γ which are common for all papers in one discipline. The composite parameters η 0 R 0 and T 0 R 0 include the factor R 0 , the average reference list length. We introduced it already at this stage since it defines the scale for the average citation rate of papers belonging to one discipline and, as we will show soon, it is the dominant factor which determines the difference between citation distributions for different disciplines. R 0 is closely related to the mean citation rate, m(t) = k j (t). The latter is a solution of Eq. 2 averaged over all papers in the same discipline published in the same year, namely,
where η 0 is the average fitness and P 0 is the average probability of indirect citation.
Since one's paper citation is another paper's reference, there is a certain duality between the references and citations, whereas the analog of m(t) is R(t), the age distribution of references, namely, the average number of references of age t in the reference list of papers belonging to one discipline and published in one year t 0 . In particular,
where the number of publications N and the average reference list length R 0 are assumed to grow exponentially [19, 20] ,
Further consideration of R(t) allows us to find relation between different parameters of citation dynamics. Indeed, Eqs. 5, 6 yield
where
is the aging function for references which has been defined in such a way as to obey normalization condition, ∞ 0 A(τ )dτ = 1 [19] . We also introduce the reduced age distribution of references, r(t) = R(t) R 0 , which is better known as synchronous or retrospective citation distribution [25, 26] . Equation 7 yields
Equation 9 is more general than the parent Eq. 7 and it does not contain R 0 . The reason to introduce the composite parameters η 0 R 0 and T 0 R 0 into Eq. 2 was to get rid of R 0 in Eq. 9. Integration of Eq. 9 over time yields
This equation connects together several parameters related to indirect citations. Indeed, Roth et al. [27] showed that, after proper time rescaling τ →τ , the r(τ ) dependences for different disciplines nearly collapse onto one curve. Being motivated by this observation, we introduce rescaled timeτ = γτ and recast Eq. 10 as
Following observation of Ref. [27] , we speculate that r(τ ) dependences for different disciplines are very similar. Then Eq. 11 implies that the parameters η 0 , γ, and T are not independent, in particular, the factor (1 − η 0 ) γ T should be discipline-independent. After such thorough discussion of the parameters defining citation dynamics of individual papers, we switch to citation distribution for a collection of papers, all published in the same year. Our model yields that the cumulative citation distribution for a collection of papers
is the mean number of citations garnered by the papers with the same fitness η, t is the number of years after publication, and ρ i (η), is the fitness distribution for this collection. In our previous study we measured the parameters that determine citation dynamics of Physics papers and the corresponding citation distributions [19] . Here, we determine the corresponding parameters and functions for Economics and Mathematics papers as well, compare them to those for Physics, and decide which of them are universal and which are not.
IV. MODEL CALIBRATION FOR MATHEMATICS AND ECONOMICS PAPERS

A. Analysis of citation distributions
Using Clarivate WoS, we pinpointed all pure Mathematics and all Economics papers published in one year-1984, and measured their citation dynamics during subsequent 28 years. We included in our analysis research papers, letters, and notes (and uncited papers as well) and excluded reviews and editorial material. Figure 4 shows measured citation distributions. To compare them to our model, we ran stochastic numerical simulation based on Eq. 2. To find the combination of the fitting parameters providing the best fit to measured citation distributions, we used a stepwise fitting procedure. First, we analyzed the mean number of citations M(t) and determined the average reference list length R 0 .
Secondly, we crudely estimated the fitness distribution ρ(η) from the comparison of the early citation distributions to numerical simulation, basing on the fact that they mimic fitness distribution because they consist mostly of direct citations. Third, we substituted the fitness distribution into our model and fitted both early and late citation distributions using γ, T 0 , b as fitting parameters andÃ(t) as a fitting function. Then the latter was finetuned to closely match the M(t) dependence while γ, T 0 , and b were fine-tuned to fit the tails of the citation distributions.
If citation distributions were the only way of comparison between the model and the data, this procedure would be still inconclusive since several combinations of the fitting parameters can produce similar citation distributions. To lift this ambiguity, we performed cross checks and, in addition to citation distributions, considered those aspects of citation dynamics that are insensitive to the fitness distribution and to the aging function. In particular, we analyzed the Pearson autocorrelation coefficient which characterizes fluctuations of the papers' citation trajectory. It is defined as follows. Consider a subset of papers that garnered the same number of citations K(t) during t years after publication. For this subset, we determine the number of citations garnered by each paper during two subsequent years, k j (t) and k j (t − 1). The Pearson autocorrelation coefficient is
where k j (t) and k j (t − 1) are, correspondingly, the mean of the k j (t) and k j (t − 1) distributions, and σ(t) and σ(t − 1) are their standard deviations.
Close inspection of Eqs. 2, 12 indicates that c t,t−1 is insensitive toÃ(t) and ρ(η). Moreover, c t,t−1 = 0 for direct citations since their statistics is Poissonian, in such a way that the direct citation rates of a paper in subsequent years are uncorrelated. The autocorrelation coefficient is mostly sensitive to indirect citations which are determined by the previous citation history of a paper, in particular, c t,t−1 = 1 indicates that citation rate of a paper is fully determined by the number of citations garnered last year. Thus, c t,t−1 is sensitive only to parameters γ, T 0 , b which characterize indirect citations. By fitting the measured and numerically simulated c t,t−1 (K) dependences we determine these parameters.
In the same vein, we analyzed the paper's citation lifetime τ 0 = Γ −1 which is defined from the exponential approximation of the papers' citation trajectory,
where τ 0 = 1/Γ. Our measurements [28] yielded that Γ decreases with K
The decreasing Γ(K) dependence results in a spectacular phenomenon-citation lifetime of a paper increases with the number of citations in such a way that highly-cited papers become runaways [29] . This is a direct consequence of the nonlinear Eq. 2, where the nonlinearity is introduced through Eq. 4. The empirical coefficient G in Eq. 13 is closely related to the parameter b in Eq. 4 since the latter is the only source of nonlinearity in Eq. 2. In our fitting procedure, we verified that the the numerically-simulated and measured G(b) dependences match one another.
Thus, for each discipline we found such combination of the fitting parameters that allows for our numerical simulation to closely fit not only the measured citation distributions Π(K, t) but the time-dependent mean citation rate m(t), the Pearson autocorrelation coefficient c t,t−1 (K), and the inverse citation lifetime Γ(K) as well. of R 0 for Physics is close to that found in our direct measurements [19] , while R 0 values for Economics and Mathematics are underestimated. It should be noted, however, that R 0 defined through Eq. 6 includes only original research papers and excludes books, conference proceedings, and interdisciplinary references. These constitute a very small part of Physics references while they are abundant among Mathematics and Economics references, hence the effective R 0 for these disciplines is smaller than the actual reference list length. Figure 6a shows that the aging functions for citations differ from discipline to discipline.
Aging function,Ã(t)
We found that this difference stems from the discipline-specific growth exponents, α and β. To demonstrate this, we considered the detrended aging function A(t) =Ã(t)e −(α+β)t which is nothing else but the aging function for references (Eq. 8). We substituted into Eq. 8 the sum of the growth exponents α + β determined from the Fig. 5 and found A(t) for R 0 e −(α+β)τ dτ where R 0 is the average reference list length for each discipline. The data for three disciplines nearly collapse onto one curve. Continuous line shows t 0 r(τ )dτ dependence measured directly from the analysis of the age composition of the reference lists of Physics papers [19] . It is almost identical to M detrended (t) R 0 dependence, as expected from Eq. 9.
each discipline. Figure 6b shows that all three A(t) dependences collapse onto one curve.
Although in the framework of our model, A(t) dependence could be discipline-specific, Figure   6b proves that it is universal, at least for three widely different disciplines of our study. Figure 7 shows that the fitness distributions ρ(η) for all three disciplines are very similar and are represented by the bell-shaped curves with the power-law tail, ρ(η) ∝ η −3.5 . A log-normal distribution approximates these distributions fairly well. Figure 8 shows that the parameters γ, T 0 , and b, which characterize indirect citations, differ from discipline to discipline and systematically increase with the reference list length R 0 . With respect to the obsolescence constant γ (Fig. 8a) , which is determined by the citing habits of researchers in each discipline, we do not perceive a clear reason why it should depend on R 0 . On another hand, since T 0 and γ have the same dimension of yr −1 , and are the only such parameters characterizing the indirect citations, their proportionality ( Fig. 8b) is not unexpected. Regarding the nonlinear parameter b, it is determined by the connectivity of citation network and by the average community size [20] . Therefore, its dependence on R 0 (Fig. 8a) , which characterizes the average connectivity of citation network, is quite natural. Its proportionality to the coefficient G in Eq. 13 (Fig. 8c) is also expected since G characterizes the runaway behavior and the nonlinearity in the dynamic Eq. 2 is the only source of runaways in our model.
Fitness distribution ρ(η)
Indirect citations
In summary, our fitting procedure yields similar fitness distributions for all three disciplines. The parameters γ and T 0 turn out to be discipline-specific, but their ratio is universal. The nonlinear parameter b is discipline-specific, the aging functionsÃ(t) and the average reference lengths R 0 are discipline-specific as well. Thus, while most parameters of citation dynamics are nearly identical for three different disciplines, there are few which are different. As we will show further, scaling of the citation distributions eliminates discipline-specific variability associated withÃ(t) and R 0 , but not that associated with b and γ. All this implies that citation distributions are nearly-universal and the deviations from universality are related to indirect citations.
V. UNIVERSALITY OF CITATION DISTRIBUTIONS EXPLAINED
We are now in the position to assess the universality of citation distributions and the deviations therefrom. To this end, we consider Eq. 2, neglect its stochastic character, and replace there λ j (η j , t), the latent citation rate of a paper j in year t, by the actual citation rate k j (t). Since the exponent e −γ(t−τ ) decays with time much faster than the mean citation rate m(t), we replace this slowly varying function by a constant and lump together all prefactors in the integral into one prefactor q(K j ). After these transformations Eq. 2 reduces to nonlinear Fredholm integral equation of the second kind,
whereγ is a slightly modified obsolescence rate and q(K j ) = q 0 (1+b ln K j ). The nonlinearity comes just from this latter term. In the first approximation, we replace it with a constant, q. After such substitution, Eq. 14 is easily solved, yielding
where the first addend in square brackets corresponds to direct citations and the second addend corresponds to indirect citations. Integration of Eq. 15 yields
where the time-dependent factor
is the same for all papers in one discipline published in one year.
The mean number of citations is M(t) = K j (t). Equation 16 yields
where η 0 = ∞ 0 ηρ(η)dη is the mean fitness. Equations 16, 18 yield
Thus, scaled citation distribution is nothing else but the reduced fitness distribution,
dependent factor R 0 are scaled out, the only difference between citation distributions for different collections of papers arises from the static factors which are all lumped in one parameter-fitness. Indeed, ρ η η 0
in Eq. 19 is nothing else but the reduced fitness distribution which, as Fig. 7 shows, is close to a log-normal distribution with almost the same width σ and the same median µ = − σ 2 2 . Thus, the near-universality of citation distributions for different disciplines can be traced to the fact that the corresponding fitness distributions are log-normals with the same width.
However, if we compare between sets of papers belonging to different journals, the scaling does not necessarily hold since the fitness distributions for the journal-based sets can be different. Although these distributions are subsets of the fitness distribution for the whole discipline, the sampling performed by each journal is not the same due to different acceptance criteria. In particular, for the journals shown in Fig. 7 , the Science and the Physical Since the nonlinear parameter b varies from discipline to discipline (Fig.8a) , the right-hand side of Eq. 19 becomes discipline-specific and the scaling given by Eq. 19 breaks, namely,
= ρ η η 0 . However, the structure of Eq. 4 suggests that q(K) dependence is important mostly for highly-cited papers, while for low-cited papers q(K) ≈ const. Thus, deviations of the scaled citation distributions from the universal distribution shall be most prominent in their tails which consist of the highly-cited papers. Restricting ourselves to one discipline, we note that for the papers published in the same year, early citation distributions contain a very small number of highly-cited papers, hence these distributions scale (Fig. 1b) , according to Eq. 19. However, late citation distributions which contain many highly-cited papers, exhibit significant deviations from scaling (Fig. 1c) . The same logic applies when we compare the sets of papers belonging to different disciplines and published in the same year. Since the fitness distributions for different disciplines are much more the same, citation distributions scale as far as the condition q(K) ≈ const holds (Fig. 2b) . This condition breaks for highly-cited papers. Hence, the early citation distributions for different disciplines scale while the late citation distributions do not scale. In both cases, the near-universality of citation distributions can be traced to universality of fitness distributions for the papers in different disciplines.
VI. DISCUSSION
In our discussion of the presumed universality of citation distributions, the shift of focus from citations to fitnesses offered several advantages from the mathematical point of view. This approach allows to decouple between deterministic and stochastic components of the citation process. In addition, it provides opportunity to analyze the uncited papers since, in our framework, these are not zero-fitness but low-fitness papers that, for purely statistical reasons, didn't get their chance to be cited. Another advantage of the fitness over citation distribution is that the former is continuous while the latter is discrete. Continuous distributions are easier for analysis and that is why we used the log-normal fit in Fig. 7 .
Although such fit has a long history in citation analysis, the fact that fitness distributions for three different disciplines follow the log-normal dependence with nearly the same σ ∼ 1.1 is significant. Notably, US patent citations are described by the log-normal distribution with the same σ = 1.1 [30] . It should be noted that while log-normal distributions are ubiquitous in nature [31], the distribution with σ ∼ 1 is one of the narrowest observed. In fact, Ghadge et al. [32] showed that such distribution generates a citation network which is a borderline between the two classes-the gel-like network and the isolated clusters.
On another hand, the fact that fitness distributions for different disciplines have similar mean which is characterized by η 0 (Fig. 7) , is the consequence of nearly universal age distribution of references, as suggested by Eq. 11. Indeed, since r(τ ) is nearly universal [27] and only weakly depends on time [33] , the ratio T 0 γ is also nearly universal (see Fig. 8b ), then η 0 shall be nearly universal as well.
In what follows we discuss more closely the difference between citation distribution and fitness distribution. In the framework of our recursive search model, the information about a new paper propagates in the scientific community in two ways: broadcasting (the authors find this paper after reading news, searching in the internet, reading the journals, etc.) and word-of-mouth (finding this paper in the reference lists of another papers). The former way results in direct citations, the latter way corresponds to indirect citations. These two ways of propagation are coupled: each direct citation gives rises to the cascade of indirect citations which can become viral, in such a way that the paper becomes a runaway. While direct citations of the paper are garnered in proportion to papers' fitness which captures its intrinsic quality and attributes, indirect citations depend on the structure of citation network and, in a sense, they gauge the papers' fame. While papers' fitness captures only its intrinsic attributes, the number of papers' citations combines together the papers' fitness and fame [34] . Since indirect citations are, in some sense, consequences of direct citations, the papers' fitness is the most important parameter that determines the number of citations that it acquires. Our results imply that fitness distributions for different disciplines are very similar. This is in contrast to citation distributions which are non-universal inasmuch as they are associated with propagation effects in the scientific network of each discipline.
The universality of fitness distributions for different disciplines means that the proportion between the low and highly-cited papers for each of them is more or less the same. This probably results from the same organizational and hierarchical structure of the research teams and institutions. Hierarchical structure is often associated with some kind of selforganized criticality which results in the power-law or Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution, Π(η) ∝ 1 (η+w) a . The power-law tail of the fitness distribution ( Fig. 7 ) may be an evidence of some kind of the hierarchical structure of the corresponding scientific community [35] .
However, if the fat-tail fitness distribution is a consequence of the self-organized criticality, why does it deviate from the power-law dependence at low fitnesses and rounds off instead? Below, we present a hand-waving explanation of this. Consider the set of all possible scientific documents belonging to one discipline such as papers, arXive submissions, drafts, reports, theses, etc. According to the self-organized criticality hypothesis [35] , we expect that the fitness distribution for the documents in this metaset follows the power-law dependence. Original research papers published in scientific journals represent only a subset of this metaset. In distinction to other documents, they passed through the scrutinizing inspection of the editors and reviewers, their fitness exceeds some threshold, and that is why they have high publicity. The remaining documents, that were not screened and that do not have high publicity, make dominant contribution to the low-fitness part of the fitness distribution. Thus, while the fitness distribution for the whole metaset most probably follows the belonging to one discipline. While fitness distribution for all documents is expected to follow the power-law or shifted power-law dependence, Π(η) ∝ 1 (η+w) a , the corresponding distribution for the published papers rounds off at low fitnesses, in such a way that the whole distribution can be approximated by the log-normal dependence. Thus, fitness distribution for the remaining documents, those that were not published in scientific journals, peaks at zero fitness and then quickly decays.
power-law dependence, the fitness distribution for the subset of published papers rounds off at low fitnesses. This low-fitness cutoff at η max ∼ 0.07 is the indication of the effectiveness of the editors and reviewers. This value shall be compared to η 0 , the mean fitness. Their ratio, η 0 ηmax , indicate the acceptance threshold, namely, the lowest acceptable fitness with respect to the average one. For three disciplines that we studied here, this threshold is more or less the same and equals to 14-18%. Roughly speaking, this means that the editorial criteria for accepting the paper for publication are such that the paper which, according to some subjective criteria of an editor, is five times less promising than the average one is still publishable, but the paper that is ten times less promising -is not. To our opinion, the fact, that this fitness threshold is more or less the same for three disciplines, is not surprising in view that disciplines are not disconnected, many studies are interdisciplinary, and interaction between the disciplines results in that the criteria for editorial acceptance become aligned.
If different disciplines exhibit almost the same fitness distribution, why the distributions for different journals are not the same? To our opinion, the reason is that each scientific dis-cipline can be viewed as an almost closed system which undergoes self-organization, while a single journal is not a closed system. Indeed, the researchers in one discipline predominantly cite other studies belonging to the same discipline, while the journals in one discipline are not that introspective and heavily cite one another.
VII. SUMMARY
Citation distributions are determined by the fitness distribution and by the citation dynamics of papers. While citation distributions differ from discipline to discipline, the fitness distribution is nearly universal, at least for Physics, Economics, and Mathematics, and it is well-approximated by the log-normal distribution with σ ∼ 1.1. This fat-tailed distribution probably reveals some facet of science as a self-organizing system.
Universality of citation distributions holds for collections of papers belonging to one dis-
cipline, published in one year, and measured several years after publication. The underlying reason for this universality is the nearly universal fitness distribution. Universality of citation distributions does not hold when one compares collections of papers many years after publication (deviations are associated with the discipline-specific citation dynamics) or for different journals (deviations are associated with the journal-specific fitness distribution).
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